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Prepositions
Cases and Use
Prof. Marian Aleson
At: Prepositions of time
• Time as a point of reference: 
– at midnight
– at 3 o'clock
• Short holiday periods
– at Easter
– at Christmas
• Mealtimes: 
– At lunch
ON- Prepositions of time
• Particular dates: 
– On Christmas day
– On boxing day
– My birthday is on the 19th April. 
In - Prepositions of time
• For longer periods of time/ duration:
– In the summer, In the 15 century
– in a moment, In 5 minutes
• Parts of the day
– In the morning
• In / during: During preferred for states or habits. 
– I usually study during the weekend
Beginning and end is known 
“between 3 and 4”
In / Within (formal) before the end of: 
I’ll see you in a week.
For/ During
• For + period of time= “how long”
•We studied for two  hours yesterday morning. 
•Where were you? We’ve been waiting for ages here.
• During: + noun= “when” something happens.
• I  studied a lot  during my holidays. 
• I fell asleep during the play. 
• Observe the difference:
• I fell asleep during the play. I slept for half an hour.
Since + period of time
“how long”+ start of the period. 
Where were you? We’ve been waiting since 4 
o’clock.
At - Prepositions of Place
• Reference or point:
I arrived at Paddington at 16.00 
•Event (with group of people )
– There's a lot of people at Mike's party.
•Address
– I live at 28 Prince Road
On - Prepositions of Place
• Surfaces: 
– On the wall
– On the ceiling
• Large streets or roads, lines
– On High street.
• Special collocations:
– On a farm, on an island, on a coach, 
on a plane, on a train, on a bus.
• With verbs of movement we use "onto"
– I got onto the coach. 
In - Prepositions of Place
• Position within an area or a large space:
– In Spain
– In my bag
• With names of streets:
– In Prince Street. 
• Special collocations:
–In a car, in a taxi, in a cab. 
• After a verb of movement we will use 
"into"
– I got into the car.
Position and Direction
 Positive Negative 
 Destination Position Destination Position 
Point AT To  
……> *  
At   
         * 
(away) from  
             * ………> 
Away from  
            *             
Line / surface ON On (to)  
 
On Off Off 
Area / volume IN In(to)  
 
In Out of Out 
 
 Greembaum & Quirk (1990)
USE
Cause-effect
destination-position: 
I went to school, 
so now I’m AT school.
Some are negative
He’s out of town = He is not in town.
Into and Onto: 
move, go, fly, …
different prepositions 
different meaning
Sit on the table/
Sit at the table
Relative position
Above 
Over 
On top of 
  * by / beside 
--------------------- behind In front of * between * 
Below 
Under 
Underneath / beneath 
   
 
Among 
2 objects / groups of objects. 
•Some act as opposites: Jane is in front of John / John is behind Jane. 
•Over and under roughly synonyms with above and below respectively. 
•Underneath = contiguous; beneath = formal. 
•Opposite = facing. 
•Between (two) Among (more than two): 
•Around = surrounding position or motion.  There was nobody around (in the 
area):
Prepositional phrases
• Concession: (A pesar de…, no obstante)
• Reason: (ya que, puesto que, dado 
que,…)
• Reference:
•In spite of + Noun Phrase: general purpose
•Despite + NP. : more formal
•Notwithstanding + NP.: legal English
•For all + NP. : colloquial
•With all + NP. : colloquial
–Inasmuch as: formal
With regard to, with reference to
(formal), as to (Br E), as for + NP.
Except for, but, but for
• 1st Meaning: exclusion
– All the girls except (for)/but Ann went to
the dance.
– The last page but one
Conjunction:
– I’d do it, except for the fact that I’m scared.
2nd Meaning: negative condition
– But for Andrew, we should have been
lost. If it hadn’t been for Andrew,…
If Andrew hadn’t had a map, …
Omission of prep 
• Next and last:
• I didn’t meet him        last summer. 
• I’m       next.
• For times related indirectly to the present
moment (preceded by that or this). 
The day after tomorrow, the day before yesterday
,this morning, …
• Verbal construction
– I gave the book to Tom/ I gave Tom the book.
– Verbs of communication: They advised him
– He recommended me/ He recommended it to me.
Metaphorical use
In deep water
In difficulties, 
In a spot
In distress
In jeopardy
Be good
Be bad
in trouble/
in a difficult
situation
at
Be annoyed…
Be angry…
with
control
a law
an obligation
pressure
stress
suspicion
under
Breath
Danger
Pocket
Practice
Stock
Work
out ofTo be in authority
To have control
over
Idioms
• Be Certain about: tener la certeza de
• Comment on: opinar sobre..
• In charge of: a cargo de…
• In high spirits: con mucho ánimo
• In turn: por turno
• Responsibility for: responsabilidad de…
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